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On a cloudy Wednesday, the Year 7 and 8
students travelled by bus to Mt Hutt to ski
and snowboard. We took three buses, two
travelled from school to the mountain and
one took the children from Rolleston.
After an hour and a half on a chaotic bus,
we arrived at the mountain, wrapped up
warm and went into the building. We got
our boots, boards, helmets and had neon
green ribbons tied around our upper arms.
We started the day with an hour and a half
long lesson, which was very informative
for everyone, beginner or expert.
After the lesson we were free to roam the

mountain to ski and/or snowboard.
Students were allowed to eat when they
pleased, but were not allowed to go to the
cafe.
After hours of fun the teachers stopped us
from going up the mountain at two o’clock
due to ‘too many accidents’ but we were
still allowed on the Magic Carpet. We then
returned the ski and snowboarding gear.
After returning everything, including the
neon green ribbon, we all walked back to
our buses. Before we knew it we were
travelling back to school.
We arrived at school at around five o’clock

and then everyone was sent back home,
tired and eager for a warm shower.
Overall, it was a cold but fun day and
everyone had a blast!
By Brooke and Isabelle

Kirkwood Skiing and Snowboard Trip
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Welcome to a world of fabulous pieces that are written
by Kirkwood Intermediate students. As we all might
know, last term we each had to write a piece of
descriptive writing. In this article, you will find some
amazing examples of them we have chosen. Some of the
teachers had chosen students, that they think did
extremely well to represent, their class. Let these amazing
authors show you their talent

.First of all, we have Vanessa from Room 5 to show us her
descriptive writing, ‘The Dragon who saved the Knight’.
“To write this story wasn't too hard. I used a thesaurus
like I normally do when I do descriptive writing. It
probably took me about 40 minutes to write it, then 20
minutes to edit.” she says
"Terrified, I was sprinting through a haunting forest,
through the petrifying shadows, attempting to outrun her.
The Princess, my kryptonite. Sweat slowly crawled down
my red face, just as my ribs started to ache. Just because I
was a knight didn’t mean that I was invincible, that I
didn’t feel pain. Will power wasn’t my strong suit, so it
took everything I had not to crouch down on the frigid
forest floor and sob. Bloodcurdling shadows surrounded
me, as I attempted to make my long awaited escape.
My feet fell from underneath me, as an unwelcome
throbbing pain crawled up my leg like bloodsucking
leeches. I cried out involuntarily. Wetness gently stroked
my cheek, but I briskly wiped my tears away. I was
determined to keep going. Digging my nails into the dry
khaki dirt, I crawled through the forest, until I couldn’t
anymore.
Under the potentially deadly moonlight, a gleaming silver
sword touched my neck. Daring to look up I felt no
surprise. Of course it was the princess coming to evilly

execute me. A despicable grin played across her face, as
her silky ebony hair hung over me. ‘Goodbye,’ she
growled, voice colder than ice. But before I could muster a
response, screams echoed through the silent forest. Then
more spine chilling screams. Protectively, I shielded my
ears, until I could hear nothing, only my shaky breathing.
Using all my courage, I glanced up. The princess’s limp
body lay before me, blood as red as a rose leaked out of
her lifeless body, stealing the forest’s pureness.
In the distance, under the setting sun, I sighted a beastly,
maroon dragon, swiftly gliding through the pale clouds.
And that’s when I knew; the dragon had saved my life.

Now we have Rosanna from Room 12 to tell you the
spine-shivering story of ‘The Weeping Angel’. “The main
reason I chose this character for my description…
DOCTOR WHO! I’m in love with Doctor Who, and I
couldn’t resist doing a monster from it.” she states.
My eyes fling open, my pillow has a cold and damp
feeling. I place my hand on it, it’s drowned in my own
sweat. I’ve been having nightmares again. I have to force
myself out of bed, my mind is still locked in the terror of
my nightmare. Then my eyes lock on an old statue that
stands in the front lawn of my house. My feet guide me
out the door with no food in my stomach. But something
catches my eye, where is the statue? I spin around
looking. Someone must of snatched it from our lawn.
“Good.” I whisper. No one in my little family was ever too
pleased with it’s presence. That’s when I hear it, the
horrible, painful scream. My head is whipping from side to
side. “It’s probably just another prank.” I try to reassure
myself. But the screaming so horrible and everlasting, I
can’t help it. My feet are racing toward whatever created
that sound. That’s when my eyes catch it. My friend,

Taylor has her foot stuck on something. She’s screaming
my name now. “CLOVE!” I’m confused to why she’s
panicking, until I notice that a statue, very similar to the
one that was in front, has it’s wrist held tightly around her
ankle. Everything around me seemed to be spinning.
How? It’s just an ordinary statue right? Her eyes locked on
mine filled with terror.
“How… how did this happen?” I ask.
“I don’t know, it was in your front garden, then something
just wrapped around my foot and.. and-”.
My head is clouded I can’t think straight. Just then I see a
man waving at us yelling something, but what?
“What’s he saying?” I ask.
“I… I don’t know.” Taylor stammers.
That’s when I feel something wrap around my wrist.
Another Statue. I let out a scream.
I realised he’s saying “Don’t blink”. Before even thinking
it through I tell Taylor, she’s confused but does it anyway.
My eye’s are stinging, I want to blink but I know I must
not. A second later I’m back in my room. Safe. It was just a
nightmare.

Everybody, get ready for Ethan from Room 1 to tell us his
stor ‘Snowy Landscape’. “My opinion for this piece of
writing is every emotional and dear to my heart, because
out of all the seasons I enjoy winter the best. It is because
of how uncommon it is compared to the rest of them.”
Ethan explained.
I wake up in my snowy cabin feeling the fresh, frosty crisp
air of the first day of summer. I jump out of my bed still
tired from last night, then sluggishly walk to my door. As I
open it I see a flash of light cover the entire forest.
Stepping out into the light, I feel yellow rays of calm light
devour my body instantly; I can see the golden horizon

steadily climb up the shimmering silver.
I stand outside for hours waiting for the cold night of the
starry sky to arrive, then I turn around to see the cabin
showered in a coat of snow. My mouth slowly opens to
sneeze, but it’s stopped by flakes of snow that are gliding
into my mouth. I rush home to grab my amber coloured
ice skates and skate down the icy, frozen lake. The
moonlight follows me like a spotlight in a populated ice
rink. I can hear the crowd cheering my name across the
whole rink.
I feel like a ballerina twirling through the icy fog, skating
just beside the border stopping in the middle. My brain
orders me to skate faster and faster like someone in the
stadium of the Olympics. I race and pretend to try and get
the gold medal and stand on the podium of champions in
my imaginary world. Later, I start to puff and see light,
white smoke disappearing into thin air as I walk off the
frozen lake, and as I stride along my eyes witness my
other selves fade away.

All Kirkwood Intermediate students worked very hard,
and these were some of the examples that we wanted to
show you. Thanks to Ethan, Rosanna and Vanessa for
participating and showing us their stories. We hope you
have enjoyed visiting different places that these brilliant
students had imagined and created by themselves.
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Have any of you ever walked past the
old broken down building of Antonio
Hall across the road, and wondered
what the building use to be? Well now I
have some answers for you. Enjoy!
The place is now over 100 years old and
was built for Thomas Kincaid in 1904-
1907, by local architects, Clarkson &
Ballantyne. Thomas was a local
Merchant, born in Ireland, in 1880, and
it’s said that the house was an expression
of his wealth and power. He was a man
who lived for business and family. After
his lifetime in the North American
styled home, he died and it was sold
onto John Montogomery. The house was
said to be, “A show home of
architectural style.”
Years later in 1946, Catholic Bishop of
Christchurch Patrick Lyons bought the
house and a year later it became a Jesuit
Seminary. Chapels, a library and a
dormitories were added and it was
named Holy Name Seminary for a long
period of time.

In 1978, Holy Name Seminary merged
with Holy Cross College, in Mosgiel.
Found in a old journal of memoirs of
David McGill (a student at the seminary
in the 1950’s), was written, “Superb
sporting facilities- footy fields, tennis
court, a full size billiards table and a
room around it straight out of Empire
Clubland, cricket pitches, running
tracks, gardening even- three square
meals a day cooked by the nuns, the
scholastic brio, the great library, the
moreship of minds dedicated to the
single purpose of serving God, the
sublime chant ofMass”.
After the last seminary it was renamed
Campion Hall and was run as a hostel
for university students, before being
sold to Patrick and Veronica Luisetti, in
1981. The couple ran it as a boarding
house and renamed the place Antonio
Hall, after their son who died in 1975.
Now Antonio Hall is used for Civil
Defense training, and film and
photography students often use the site

as well.
As you can see the creepy, derelict
building across the road has had quite a
history throughout the years and it
remained the beautiful mansion from
1904 until the 2011 Christchurch
Earthquake. Following the Earthquake,
homeless and others used the toilets that
didn’t work and vandalised the place.
The total cost for all the repairs to be
done are $920,000 and the land alone is
worth over $3,000,000.
For now the weeds will grow higher, the
glass will stay smashed and the building
will remain abandoned.

By Peggy.
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The European union (EU) is made up of 28
countries Britain being one of the largest economies
in this union. On the 23rd of June a vote was held
to determine whether the UK was to leave the EU.
At exactly 6:00am BST [British Standard Time] on
the 24th of June it was announced that Britain
would be leaving the EU. This will have many
effects on Britain and New Zealand.
The EU allows all member countries to trade and
people to move freely between countries.
Collectively, the countries in the EU form one of the
biggest economies in the world . Because of the
trade agreements in the EU, Britain trades more
with countries that are part of the EU rather than
other countries around the globe, including New
Zealand.
Britain has been in the EU for 40 years. During this
period there has been a minority of people in Britain
who have questioned the benefits of EU
membership. In recent years, the perception of

increasing immigration due to the refugee crisis (see
the article in issue #2) has caused an increasing
number of people to worry about Britain’s EU
membership.
Opinions differed about the benefits of EU
membership, however, David Cameron, the former
British prime minister held a vote among the British
population to decide whether the UK should remain
or leave the EU. He expected that the UK would
vote to remain, however events proved him wrong
and Britain voted for BREXIT! Due to these events
David Cameron resigned.
Britain now has a different government. They will
have to negotiate the Brexit deals and consequences.
The aftermath of all this could lead to losing trading
partners or British goods being more expensive
which means they will sell fewer goods. It also
means the British pound has dropped drastically
because people have less faith in Britain's economy.
The people of Britain potentially will not have the

right to travel and live freely within Europe.
No one knows what the final solution of Britain's
decision will be but there will be very complicated
discussions in future.
New Zealand in the past had very strong trading
links with Britain which slowed when Britain joined
the EU. Brexit may opened new doors for potential
trade with Britain once more.

By Tristan.
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Tensions were running high for the 11,000+
Olympians around the world that were
competing across 28 sports in the 2016 Summer
Olympics, that started on the 5th of August.
Russia’s doping scandals have been a major
problem in the Olympics since 2001.
The athlete committee, The Institute Of National
Anti-Doping Organizations and the leaders of
anti-doping agencies in New Zealand (including
13 other countries), all called for Russia to be
banned from competing in the 2016 Olympics.
However, this failed as it was decided on August
4th that 270 Russian athletes were going to be
accepted into the games. 117 competitors were
removed from competing due to doping, a
majority of these were competing in Athletics.
“We have to be very careful about making the
wrong move with an important country like
Russia.” says former IOC Vice President Kevin

Gosper of Australia. To which Richard Hind, an
employee of The Daily Telegraph (Australian
Newspaper) replied with, “And that is IOC
(International Olympic Committee) in a nutshell.
There are nations and there are ‘important
nations’.”
Meanwhile, some Russians have called the
allegations an ‘anti-Russian plot’ when others
consider that Russia was “just doing what the
rest of the world does”. The President of Russia,
Vladimir Putin, stated they had “never
supported any violations in sport, we have never
supported in at the state level, and we will never
support this.”
New Zealand has also had their own problems
with doping. In the London 2012 Olympics,
Nadzeya Ostapchuk of Belarus briefly claimed
the gold medal for shot put but was stripped of
it when she was caught doping and the medal

was given to Valerie Adams, making Adams
possibly the most famous Olympian in New
Zealand.
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Pokemon has taken the

world by storm, with over

50 million downloads and

9.5 million daily users.

Pokemon is currently the

most popular game in

2016 followed by Clash

Royale and Lego Star

Wars: The Force

Awakens.

Pokemon go was actually

made as an April Fools’

prank back in 2014 but

thankfully Nintendo

followed through and in

the first week of being

released it added $7.5

billion to Nintendo's value.

Despite all its positives it

does come with a few

negatives. In the past

month, there has been

someone who crashed

their car into a police car,

several armed robberies

using the apps lure

feature, there is a hack

that could get you banned

from the game, and even

a dead body sighting.

People are also leaving

their jobs to play

Pokemon Go, then selling

their accounts on eBay. A

level 23 account sold for

$11,004 New Zealand

dollars.

But despite its problems,

Pokemon Go has more

daily users than

Instagram, Facebook,

Snapchat, Twitter and is

already five times as

popular as tinder.

By Liam.
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A semi-popular fashion vlogger was the center of

a popular conspiracy that went viral a few weeks

ago. With 600k subscribers to her name, Marina

Joyce was believed to be kidnapped and forced

to produce videos as normal.

In her recent videos, she seemed to be

desperately communicating with her viewers. In

recent comments, fans asked her to make a

heart or some sign if she was in danger or

needed help and she responded with the symbol.

Also sighted in her videos are increased amounts

of bruises on her arms/legs, a shotgun (which is

illegal in the UK) and bottles of medication. Fans

have also noticed multiple changes in her

personality including speaking quickly/hastily,

glancing above the camera in terror, and

sounding as if she’s reading off a script.

Several theories have emerged to explain

this. The previously most popular theory, was

that Marina was being held captive by her

boyfriend, or the terrorist group ISIS. ISIS have

spoken out saying that London will be their next

target.

Marina had also previously organized a meet and

greet for her fans at 6:30a.m. outside a

restaurant that wasn’t due to open until 1:00pm.

Some people have observed her possibly saying

“Don’t go.” in sign language when speaking of the

meetup.

Police have now visited her concluding that she

is indeed safe, although numerous viewers are

still convinced that she is still in danger

Another theory from her family is that she has

Mental Health issues and hearing voices inside

her head catches her by surprise, explaining why

she looks startled in her videos. Her mother has

come out saying that it was a ‘toy BB gun’ from

other kids in the house, and in the video the

mother said to “stand like me” not “help me”.

Cynices believe that due to her 1.5million

subscriber jumping to 2.1 million, Marina made

everything up for publicity, which has worked.

She has since lost many fans as this episode has

tarnished her credibility.

By Lydia
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By George


